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· SUMMARY

A computer code, XSECT, has been'developed to generate

fuselage cross sections from a given area distribution and wing

defini tion. The cross sections are genera ted to rna tch the wing

defini tion while conforming to the area requiremen t. An i tera tive

procedure is used to genera te each cross section. Fuselage area

balancing may be included in this procedure if desired.

The code is intended as an aid for engineers who must first

d'esign a wing under certain aerodynamic cons train ts and then

design a fuselage for the wiflg such tha t the cons train ts remain

satisfied. This report contains the information necessary for

ac:;cessing and executing the code, which is wri tten in FORTRAN to

execute on the Cyber 170 series compu terse NOS operating system)

and produces graphical output for a Tektronix 4014 CRT. The LRC

graphics software is used in combina tion wi th the in terface

be tween this sof tware and the PLOT 10 sof tware.



INTRODUCTION

Computer code XSECT produces a digi tal fuselage description

in the arbitrary geometry Harris or wave-drag format (ref. 1)

ueing a given area distribution and a wing description. The cross

sections are genera ted to have the area defined by the area dis-

1;::ribution and to match the wing description out to a user-defined
Ii

wing-body junction point. In general, the genera ted cross sec-

tions are circular except for a stub or indentation to fit the

wing description; however, a noncircular shape, specifically, a

circle wi th 'a circular vertical lobe, may be produced to represent

a cOCkpit. The circular cross sections may be produced with or

without fuselage area balancing. Fuselage area balancing means

that when progressing from one cross section to the next along the

fuselage, the change in fuselage area above the wing is equal to

the change in fuselage area below the wing (refer to ref. 2).
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DISCUSSION

Since there are two types of cross sections, circular and

noncircular, and the circular cross sections may be genera ted wi th

..
~or without area balancing, there are three methods for processing

a cross section. These three me thods are described in the

following sections.

PROCESSING A CIRCULAR CROSS SECTION WITHOUT AREA BALANCING

To generate the poin ts to describe a particular cross

section, the program must compu te the value of the radius (R) of a

circle whose combined areas above and below the wing will equal

the desired ·fuselage area (refer to figure I). The center of the

circle is loca ted at ei ther the wlng root camber line or the

fuselage camber line defined in the wave-drag file. The value of

R is computed iteratively. First, upper and lower limits are

computed for R using geometric criteria. Then an initial estimate

is made for R, the fuselage area is computed using this estimate,

and the compu ted fuselage area is compared to the desired fuselage

area. If the computed area is close enough to the desired area,

the current value of R 1S used to genera te the digi tal description

of the fuselage. If not, a new estimate is made for R and the

fuselage area is again compu ted and compared to the desired area.

This iterative process is repeated until the fuselage area

computed is close enough to the desired fuselage area and,

therefore, the correct value of R is found.
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(NOTE: For circular fuselage cross sections tha t do not

intersect the wing, no i tera tion is needed since

R = ~fuselage area I '11' • )

PROCESSING A CIRCULAR CROSS SECTION WITH AREA BALANCING

Processing circular cross sections that intersect the wing

,,?sing area balancing involves a double iteration. Not only must

the correct value of R be found, but the center (ZC) of the circle

must be loca ted so that the balancing is achieved (refer to figure

2) • Firs ,t an ini tial es tima te is made for ZC and the i tera tions

to find R for the desired fuselage area are performed. After R is

found, the area balancing cri terion is checked. I f this cri terion

is not satisfied, a new estimate for ZC is made, R is found, and

again, the balancing criterion is checked. This iterative pro-

cedure continues until the correct value of ZC is found.

PROCESSING THE NONCIRCULAR SHAPE

The noncircular shape may be generated for a group of cross

sections to represent a cockpit area. The shape consists of a

circle wi th a circu'lar vertical lobe (refer to figure 3). To
:!

exercise the cockpi t option, the user mus t define where the

cockpit begins and ends, the upper surface profile of the cockpit

(ZMAX (x) ), and a cons tan t tha t con troIs the loca tion of the

center of the upper circle (vertical lobe) wi th respect to the

center of the main circle. ZMAX ( x) may be de fined by typing in

the values or by using the crosshair cursor to trace the shape.
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The cross sections behind the cockpi t are processed firs t and this

processing de termines the cen ter (ZC) of each of the cockpits ta

tions. To compute R for a given cockpit station, upper and lower

limits for R are first computed using geometric criteria. Then,

an ini tial es tima te is made for R and the cen ter ~ of the lobe

(Z2) is compu ted using equa tion 1, shown in figure 3. Next, the

radius of the lobe (R2) is compu ted using equa tion 2, also shown

in figure 3. The shape is now defined and its area may be

compu ted and checked. If the area is not close enough to the

desired area, a new es tima te is made for R, a new shape is

determined by the process described above, and a new area is

compu ted and checked. This con tinues un til the compu ted area is

correct and, therefore, the desired va lue of R is found.

(NOTE: Unlike the circular cross sections, even cross sec-

tions that do not intersect the wing require i tera tion to find R

since R cannot be defined in terms of the desired area by a simple

equation. )
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DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM USE

INPUT DATA

The input da ta are provided by the user in a wave-drag

geometry input file. The file should contain a wing description

and the fuselage description should be that of a circular fuse

lage. The circular fuselage is specified by J2 = -1 which

indicates that the fuselage will be described by cross-sectional

areas. This wave-drag file is used as input to a preprocessing

program (Q2650) which defines necessary wing cross-sectional da ta

a t fuselage loca tions de termined by the XFUS loca tions in the

wave-drag file. These da ta are wri tten by Q2650 to TAPE7 along

wi th a lis t of the x loca tions of the cross sections, the fuselage

areas at each of the x loca tions, and the camber ordina tes at each

x loca tion. The procedure file to run XSECT takes care of this

step for the user.

ACCESSING AND RUNNING THE PROGRAM

The procedure file to run the program resides on user nur:ber

723796N. To access the procedure file, type

GET,XSECTP/UN-723796H
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The contents of XSECTP are shown below:

.~OC,~SECTPiRltTS.T7•
• J Riel - f RS RUN FOR THISCONFICURATIOH •.* RI~~l - HOT fIRST RUN fOR THIS CONFICURATIOH •
• J TS - ORICINAL UAVE DRAG FILE •
• t T7 - FILE OF CROSS SECTION DATA FOR T6 •
• f EITHER PRODUCED AND SAVED IV THIS
.1 .PROCEDURE FILE (RI-I) OR EXISTS ON
.1 USER'S ACCOUNT (RI01).
CET,TAPES-lS. .
GET~XSECTB/UN-723796H.
SETTL(Se9)
.1 If rIRST RUNL eENERATE TAPf7 AND SAVE.
IFE,(Rl.£O.l),LAB~ll.

CET,CBC/UN·723796H.
CBC<TAPES)
RETURH,TAP£6,TAPE9,TA?EIe,TAPE12.
REUIND.TAPES L TAPE7.
SAVE,lAP[7-T-/ •
• J IF NOT fIRST RUN, eET TAPE7.
ElSE, LABElL
(;,(T , TAPE7-n.
[NDIF, LABElL
.J EXECUTE PROCRAft.
XSECn.

To run the program for a particular configuration for the

first time, type

XSECTP,1,FILE1,FILE2

The 1 indica tes that this is the first run for this config-

ura tion. FILEI is the name of the permanen t file on the users

account on which the wave-drag input da ta resides. Since this

wave drag file is being processed for the firs t time, program

Q2650 is run to get the digi tal cross-sectional da ta (TAPE7).

FILE2 is the name of the permanen t file on the users account on

which these data will be saved. If this particular configuration

needs to be processed again, the digi tal cross-sectional data from

the first run. may be.re-used since it has been saved on FILE2.

Th.l.s saves time since program Q2650 need not be run prior to

program XSECT. To use this option, type

XSECTP,2.FIlEl,FILE2

where the 2 indica tes this is not the first run for this

configurat~on. FILEI is the permanent file on which the wave drag

da ta resides, and FILE2 is the permanent file on Which the digi tal

cross-sectional data have been saved.
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OUTPUT FILES PRODUCED BY XSECT

The following output files are produced by program XSECT and

exist as local files after program execution is complete.

TAPE8 - contains the digi tal description of the fuselage cross
•

sections in wave drag format.

examples.)

(See figures 6 and 10 for

TAPEIO - table of information about each cross section. One line

is entered in the table for each cross section produced.

The entries occur in the order that the cross sections

are genera ted. (See figures 5 and 9 for examples.)

SAVPVF - the plot vector file containing a plot of each cross

section genera ted. The plots are on the file in the

order that the cross sections were produced. This plot

vector file may be viewed using PLIST. To use PLIST,

make sure SAVPVF is a local file and type

GET,PLIST/UH-lIBRARV
PLIST

PLIST gives ins tructions on how to view the plots in

random or sequential order. (See figures 4 and 8 for

example plots.)

: TAPE9 - traces the i tera tions used to find the radius of each

cross section (used for debugging during program

development) •

TAPEIl - traces the i tera tions used to find the correct center of

each. cross section when area balancing (used for

debugging during program development).
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

A computer code has been developed to produce a digital

fuselage description in the arbitrary geometry wave-drag format

using a given area distribution and a wing~ description. This code

is designed to automate a process which has been performed

manually in the pas t. Since the resul ts of a particular attempt

at a fuselage fit are available much more quickly by using the

au toma ted process, the user has time to make several attempts and

select the best ra ther than being forced to accept the first

satisfactory results.
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APPENDIX A - EXAMPLES OF PROGRAM EXECUTION

The following examp.les explain the interactive prompts and

possible user responses required by running a very simple case of

the program (Example 1) and a complicated case (Example 2). These

cases can be repeated at the terminal as indicated.

All questions requiring a yes-no response should be answered

by typing "y" for yes and "N" for no.

User responses are checked for validity whenever possible so

that typing errors should not abnormally termina te the program.

An inval-id response will ei ther cause the ques tion to be repea ted

or a default option to be taken.
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I.

EXAMPLE I

Example i illustrates' program execution for a very simple

case. I t requires the least user input from the terminal. The

wing described in the wave-drag file is defined to the center

line, no area balancing is reques ted, and the cockpit op tion is

not reques ted. The specific inpu t files used for this case are

the wave-drag file, MACK, and the cross-sectional da ta file,

QINP1. The user may repea t this example by typing

GET,MACK, QINP1 I XSECTP/UH-723796N
SAVE,MHCK,OINPl
XSECTP,2,MACK,QINP

,
The first input required is the wing-body junction point

(YJCT). This y value is chosen so tha t ·all of the wing-fuselage

from y = 0 to y = YJCT will be included in the digi tal fuse-

lage description. YJCT must be one of the wing y leading-edge

values defined in the wave-drag file.

lNFUT Ultlt.-BOIJV JUNCTION PT (YJeT)
'? S.
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Next, the user indica tes how the wing and fuselage, are defined.

I.-Wing defined from y = 0,

fuselage area includes

2.-Wing defined from y = 0

fuselage area includes

area to be placed around

wing ~ - fus area

area of wing to YJCT

~ - fus area

3.-Wing defined from y = (YJCT)'

fuselage area includes all

area ou t to (YJCT) ~ - fus area

ENTER TYPE,OF INPUT
,'1 - WING DEF FROM '1'·0, rus HREA NOT INCLUDING WING'

•. 2 - -UIHG NT fROM '1'-0, FUS AREA 'INCLUDES UING TO \-""JeT
3~ UIHG PEr rR0M Y·YJCT, FUS AREA INCLUDES UI~G TOY·YJCT

? 1 '

The fuselage type is selected next.

INPUT 'FUSELAGE TYPE
.' 1 - CIRCULAR

2 -,CIRCULAR UITH VERTICAL LOBE FOR COCKPIT
'? 1,

The da ta just en tered are echoed to the screen and the user is

asked if it is okay to con tinue. To change a response to any of

the previous questions, the user answers "NO" and the questions

are repea ted. Otherwise 1 a "YES" response causes program

execu tion to con tinue.

UIHG-1iODY JeT PT· 6.000
, :JNPUY' IS TVPE 1 '

FUSELAC( DESIRED IS TYPE 1

(»(AY'TO COHTltU£? (Y·'N)
? V
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Next, ·the screen is erased and a table is displayed listing each

cross section by. x s ta tion number and its corresponding x loca-

tion. The user should make a hard copy of this table since cross

sections are referred to by x s ta tion number in the fu ture. A

carriage return will cause program execution to continue. The

screen will be erased before the next input prompt.,

5~ 26S.e~

S5 270.000
56 275.000
57 280.eee
58 285.000
S9 290.00e
60 29~.eOe

PLEASE MKE HARD COpy FOR FUTURE RUER'[HC(
HIT CR TO COHTlHU£

?

., .'..

x ~TATION·NO. X
c.{1e~

5.000
HLCOe
15.eoO
20.(\00
25.000
30.0eO
35.eee
-ie.eoe
'45.eee
se.eee
S5.aee
6e.~OO

65. eoo
7~.e00

75.1300
se.eee
B5.et't'
~e.(leo
95.000

lee.ace
lOS.aOe
110.eeO
ItS.ceo
120.1300
12S.~

13e.~

135.000
H'. £1.00
1<45.W0
IS0.aee
155.000
t6e.~

165.~

17t.~
17S.H4
18e.~

18S.tH
1~.~
lQS.OOe
2a0 ••OO
205.&00
2H~.~

215.&00
22t.Me

.. 225."'0
230.~~

235.~
2~0.eee

2045.e~

250.00e
2SS.~e

2Ge.0e0

..'.

.- ."

. ,..~.
-: ....
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At this point, the user must indicate whether or not area

balancing is,desired.

DO VOU UISH·TO AREA BALANCE? (V/H1
? N .

By selecting no area balancing, the user is required to indica te

how the fuselage cross sections should be cen tered • They may be

cen tered at the wing-root camber line or they may be cen tered at

the ZFUS loca tions defined in the wave-drag file. By selecting

option I below, cross sections ahead of and behind the wing are

centered to follow the fuselage camber of the input file but are

adjusted so there is no discontinuity at the first and last wing

station.

HOtJ DO YOU UANT CROSS SECTIONS CENTERED?
2 - TO FOLLOW WING CAMBER
2 - TO FOLLOw. CAMBER OF FUSELAGE IN INPUT FlUE

. ? ·1

Again, the user is asked if it is okay to can tinue. If not, the

option to reques t area balancing is repea ted.

continues.

OkAV TO CONTINUE? (YIN)
? V

If so, processing

The user now indica tes the total number of p.oin ts desired to

describe each fuselage cross section.

maximum is 30.

The minimum is 8 and the

ENTER TOTAL NO. OF PTS TO DESCRIBE [AeH CROSS SECTION ("IN B_ ~ ~)

? 20
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Next, the user indicates how these points should be distributed

around the cross section. First, how many poin.g:; should be placed

on the part of the fuselage above the wing? This number includes

the point located at the wing-body intersection. The minimum is

3: 1 for the wing-body intersection, 1 for the top point, and at

least 1 point in between.

"ENTER HO. AB'OI,)E UING, INCLUDING PT OF lKTERSECTION Or UIHG L' FUS <rUN 3)
? 6

Next, how many points should be placed on the upper wing surface?

This number does not include the wing-body intersection point, but

does include the point at the wing-body junction point (YJCT).

The minimum number is 1.

EHTER NO. ON UPPER UING, INCLUDING PT AT Y-YJCT ("IH 1)
? ..

Next, the user indica tes the number of poin ts to be placed on the

lower wing surface, following the same directions as those for the

upper wing surface, and then the number of points on the part of

the fuselage below the wing, following the same directions as

those for the fuselage above the wing.

,0

.EHTER HO. OH LOUER UIHQ. IHCLUDIHQ ~ ~T Y-VJeT ("IH 1)'
l' -4

EtiTER H()~ BElOY' UIHG, IHCLUOItiC PT OF ItrrE.RSECTIOti Of UIHG , FUS OnH 3)
l' 6

15



Each response is checked for viola tion of .the minimum and!or

maximum. If the number entered is invalid, the question i$

repea fed. • Also, if the sum of the dis tribu tion of paints a.round...
the fuselage does not equal the total number of poin ts reques ted,

the following me~sage is displayed and the sequence of questions

repea ted.

stm OF PTS 015TRlBUTED HOT • TOTAL PTS

US TRV'AGAIN!

After valid data have been entered, the data are echoed and the

user mus t again indica te whe ther or not it is okay to con tinue.

TOTAL FUS PTS • 29 DISTRIIUTED
AfovE WING (UPPER FUS) 6

.UPPER UING 4'
L0U(R UING <4
BELOU UING (LOUER FUS) 6

OKAY TO CONTINUE? tV/H)
? 'I'

A "NO" response requires that all of the number of points

informa tion be re-en tered and a "YES" response causes the screen

to be erased and the processing of each cross section to begin.

As a cross section is completed, a message is displ,;:tyed on

the screen so the user can keep track of the processing. The
it

cross ~ections will probably not be processed in sequentialordE(';r.

(The order of processing depends on the optiops selected and the'. .

loca tion bf the leading and trailing edges of' the wing.)
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.. COMPLETE
5 COMPLETE
6 COMPLETE'
7 COMPLETE
8 COMPLETE
9 'COMPLETE

10 COMPLETE
. 11 COMPLETE

12 COMPLETE
13 COMPLETE
1-4 COMPLETE
15 COMPLETE

'5(;'sTitnoH Hd~.,
, X 'STATION Nn.

X STATION NO.
. X STAT! ON ,tiO.
, X 'STAT10rf NO.

>; STATION ~O.

XSTATIOti NO •
. )C' STATIOH NO.

X STATIO/i HO.
'X STATIOH NO.
X STHTION HO.

.X STAT,I0H HO •

, X STATION HO.
. )( .STATJot-l HO.

X STATIOH NO.
"X STATICH tiO.
X STATIOH HO~
X STATION NO.
X STATIOH HO.
X STATION HO.
X STATIOH NO •

•
•

55 COMPLETE
5S COMPLETE
57 CMPLETE
58 ~/"iPLETE

5~ CON'LETE
6e COMPLETE

3 COMPLETE
2 COMPLETE

. 1 COMPLETE

PROGRAM [X[CUTION COMPLETE

After execution is complete, the output files described pre-

viously exist as local files. Figure 4 shows 3 examples of the

cross sectional plots contained on the plot vector file SAVPVF.

An example of TAPElO, the table of cross section informa tion, is

shown in figure 5, and TAPE8, the digi tal description of the cross

sections in wave-drag format, 1S shown in figure 6.
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EXAMPLE· 2

Example 2 illustrates program execption for a complicated

case. It requires a considerable amount of user input from the

terminal. The wing is defined only to the wing-body junction

point (YJCT = 25.926 in this case). Both the area balancing and

cockpit options are reques ted. The input files used for this case

are the wave-drag file, F16AM, and the cross-sectional da.ta file,

F16AMX. The user may repea t this example by typing

GET,F16AM,F16AMX,X5ECTP/UN-723796N
SAVE,F16A~,F16AMX

XSEC1P,2,F16AM,F16AMX

The user en ters YJCT' type of wing-fuselage da ta, and type

of fuselage des ired as in example 1. This time, inpu t type 3 and

fuselage type 2 are selected.

II~Pl)T UING-!lODY JUNCTION PT (l'JeT)
? 25.926 .

ENTER TYPE OF INPUT
1 ~ UING PEF FROM Y·O, FU5 ARE~ NOT INCLUDING WING
2 - WING DfF FROM y·e, FUS AREH INCLUDES UING TO Y'YJCT

", ,3 ~ WING OEF FROM Y·YJCT, FUS AREH INCLUDES WING TO Y'YJCT
"? 3 "

. INPUT FUSELAGE TYPE
1 - CIRCULM<
e ~ CIRCULAR UITH VERT1CAL lOBE fOR COCKPIT

? 2 " .

.~IHG~PODV JeT PT"- 25,926
IHPUT 15 TYPE 3
FUSELAGE DESIRED IS TYPE 2

OKAY TO CONTI NUf? (V,'to
? V

18



Again, a table of x sta tion numbers and corresponding x va'lues is

displayed.

x STATIQti. NO.

1
2
J..
5
6
7
8
9

to
11
12

..0
H
-42
-43
H'
-4S
-46
H
..8
-49

x

-33.(\00
-25. OM
-\2.5(\0

0.e30
12.500
2S .iHle
37.S0~

50.G~e

62.500
75.e~(I

87.500
tuB.eOe

"J7.~0
"'15~.eM
.oC62.Se-e
475. ~e.0
0487.See
S00.eee
512.000
S2-4.2ee
535.e0e
5-40.080

PLEASE'~AKE HARD COpy FOR FUTURE REFERENCE
HIT CR TO CONTINUE

?

Since the wing is not defined to the center line, the defini-

tion mus t be ex tended by the program to y = 0 so fuselage cross

sections wi th wing s tub will have some way of rna tching the wing

defini tion at y = YJCT' The user mus t guide this extension.

First, the number of additional airfoils desired in the

extended definition is specified. This number includes an airfoil

located at y = O. The user may select

airfoils.

from 1 to 6 addi'tional

ENTER NO. QF AIRFOILS TO EXTEND UING DEF TO v·e. INCLUDING v-e
(1 (. NO. OF AIRfOILS (. 6)

? 1

19



Next, the user indica tes how the leading-edge x and y values and

chord length for each airfoil should be defined. The user may

type in the values or h~ve the program extrapola te the values

linearly using the first two airfoils defined in the original wing

definition.

ENTER HOU TO DEF IHE X. V AND C tlA lUE 5
1 - PROGR~M EXTRAPOLATES VALUES FRO~ GIVEN DEF
2 - U5ER WPUT X. V AND C FOR EACH AIRFOIL

? 2 .

By selecting option 2, the x and y leading-edge values and chord

length for the one addi tional airfoil reques ted must be entered.

AFTER EACH PROMPT ENTER X, V AND C, BEGINNING uiTH "I·e
EX - 0 08 9.,50.

1 62.82-'. e. , 'H t .5.11

At this point, the leading- and trailing-edge extensions are

computed. dyThe slope, dx' of the extended part of the leading edge

can never be nega tive and the slope of the extended part of the

trailing edge can never be positive. These restrictions result

from the method used in the program to extend the wing defini tion

to y = o. The res tricting condi tions are checked, and if ei ther

is viola ted. the following message is displayed and the leading

<;ind trailing edges, will au toma tically be extended straight acros s

to Y = 0 using the x values of the leading and trailing edges at
1

the first original airfoil (airfoil defined at y = YJCT).

LEADING EDGE OR TRAILING EDGE E~IEHSION INVHLID
PROGRH~ UILL EXTEND DEFINITIONS STRAIGHT ACROSS

20



Whether or not the extended edges are invalid,· the user is asked

if it is okay to con tinue.

OKAY TO CONTINUE? (V/N)
? V

A "YES" answer accepts ~the compu ted ex tended def ini tion and pro-

cessing con tinues . A" NO" answer enables the user to again se lee t

how to define the leading and trailing edges.

If option 1 to define the leading-edge values and chord

lengths is selected, no additional input is required. The exten-

sion of the leading and trailing edges is computed. The slopes

are checked as in option _2 and if ei ther is invalid, no message is

prin ted but both the leading and trailing edges are au toma tically

extended straight across to. y = 0 using the x values of the lead-

ing and trailing edges at the first original airfoil. Next, the

leading-edge definition is checked for extension beyond the fuse-

lage nose. If this occurs, the following message is displayed.

LEADING EDGE BEVOND FUSELAGE HOSE

OKHV TO CONTI HUE? (V /ti )
? N

By answering "NO" to "OKAY TO CONTINUE?", the following message is

displayed

13t VOUMUST ENTER X, Y AND C'S

and ins tructions indica ting how to input the leading edge values

and chord lengths are displayed (same prompts as when option 2 is

selected). In other words, the extrapolation of the x· and y val-

ues of the leading edge has produced a wing whose def·ini tion
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extends beyond the fuselage nose.

user must define the leading edge.

If this is rlot acceptable, the

If it is acceptable, a "YES"

response to "OKAY TO CONTINUE?" causes processing to continue.

The trailing edge is checked for extension past the tail of the

fuselage in a similar manner.

Once the x and y values of the leading and trailing edges

have been compu ted and accep ted, the user de termines how the

z defini tion (camber) of the ex tended wing should be compu ted.

The thickness dis tribu tion of the firs t original airfoi I is used

and there are two ways of defining the camber.

ENTER HOU TO EXTEND UIHG CAMBER
1 - TO FOLLOU fUS CAMBER FROM INPUT
2 - TO FOLLOU CAMBER DEF OF AIRFOIL AT VeYJCT

? 1

Option 1 causes the airfoil at y = 0 to follow the camber

defini tion of the fuselage from the original inpu t (ZFUS values).

The camber value for airfoils between y = 0 and the airfoil at

YJCT is linearly interpolated between the two airfoils. Option

2 causes all extended airfoils to have the same camber defini tion

as the airfoil at YJCT

Since a fuselage wi th a cockpi t section has been selected,

some information about the noncircular cross sections to represent

the cockpit is needed.

First, the constant that is tlsed to control the placement of

ZC is entered. (See Processing the Noncircular Shape.) A value

of 0.8 is suggested, but any valid number may be used between
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0.1 and 1.4 (the input will be checked). This constant will be

used in the, process ing of every cockpit cross sec tion.

ENTER COIiSTANT CONIROLLIN~ VERTICAL POSITIOHor COC~PIT(.l<CONSTANT(l.~ - TRV .8)
? .8 .

Nex t, the x s ta tionnumbers of the cross sections where the

cockpi t should begin and end are entered.

EHTER SEGIHNINC, ENDING STATION FOR COCKPIT
?7,16

The program checks tha t there is at leas t one cross section

between the beginning and ending s ta tions. If not, the following

message is displayed and the ques tion is repeated.

NO X STATIONS PETUEEN COC~PIT BEGINHING AND ENOING STHTIONS

Also, the program checks that the cockpit ending s ta tion is less

than or equal to the wing ending s ta tion. If not, the following

message is displayed and the ques tion is .repea ted.

UINGrKDS BEFORE COCKPIT ENDS

Finally, the cockpi t informa tion is echoed and the user indica tes

whether or not it is okay to continue.. By answering "NO", the

constant and beginning and ending cockpit stations may be re-

entered. A "YES" answer will cause processing to continue.

B COCKPIT STATIONS EETUEEN 5TATIO~ NO.
o AND STATION NO. 16 ~. 16e.0~

O~A~ TO rONTJNUE? (V/H)
? Y
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Next, the user indica tes whether or not area balancing is

desired.

DO YOU UISH TO AREA BALANCE? (Y/H)
1 V'

By answering yes, further inpu t is required .• The user now selects

the key station. This is the cross section that must be processed

firs t to ini tia te the area balancing.

EHT£~ HO. or K£Y STATION
?' 20

The key station number is checked to insure that the wing is

defined at that cross section. If not, the following message is

displayed and the ques tion is repea ted.

THERE· IS NO ,UING DEFINED AT KEY STATION NO. 2

ttl TRV AGHIH!

Since the cockpit option was selected, the program also checks

tha t the key s ta tion is not loca ted in the cockpi t area. I t can

be loca ted at the cockpit ending s ta tion but not before. If this

res triction is viola ted, the following message is displayed and

the key s ta tion number must be re-en tered.

'try STATION CANNOT BE lOCATED IN COCKPIT AREA

lU TRY ACAIH!

Next, the user enters the percentage of the fuselage area

tha t should be loca ted above the wing at the key sta tion.

EHTER PERCENT AREA ABOVE UING C0.0(PERCENT<le0.8)
'1 60.
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If this number is not between.O.O and 100.0, the question is

repeated. The percentage of area required below the wing is com-

pu ted (100 - percen tage above) and the da ta are echoed to the

screen. A "NO" response causes the option to request area bal-

ancing to be repea ted. A "YES" response. causes processing to

continue.

BALANCINC UITH KEY STHTION NO. 20 X· 2Ca.ee
PERCENT ABOVE· 60.80ee PERCENT BELOU • ~o.eooe

OKAY TO CONTINUE? CV/H)
? Y

As in the first example, the user enters the total number of
..

points to describe each cross section, followed by how the points

should be dis tribu ted 'on the different parts of the cross section.

ENTER TOTAL HO. OF PTS TO DESCRIBE EACH CROSS SECTIOH (MIN le, MAX 30)
? 2e

EHTER NO. A.o\I£ \JING, HteLuDI NO PT OF ItfTlRSECTION OF UING L FUS t"IN S)
? 8

EHT£R NO. CH UPPER UIHC, INCLUDING PT AT. Y··UCT ("IN 1)
1.<4

EHlER hO. ON l~R IJIt+<l, INCLUDING PT AT Y·YJCT (/'lIN 1>
7...

ENTER NO. BELOU UIHG, INCLUDING ~ or lWTlRSECTJON Of UING l FUS (MIN 3)
? ..

Notice that the minimum number of pain ts for the fuselage

above the wing has increased to five (therefore, the overall

minimum has increased to ten). This is because the cockpit option

has been selected and more points are needed to represent the

vertical lobe. One point is allowed for the top point, one for

the in tersection point of the two circles, one for the wing-body

intersection point, and one on each circular arc. The user

specifies how these upper fuselage points should be distributed
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between the upper lobe (cockpi t) and the part of the main circle

that is above the wing. The points on the cockpit include the top

point and the intersection point of the two circles and at least

one point in be tween these two .

. HOW TO DIVIDE UPPER FU5 PTS FOR C0CKPIT STATIOHS?
ENTER NO.' ON COC~PIT (Mlli 3)
?~ ."

The pain ts on the main body include the wing-body in tersec-

tion point and at least one point between this intersection point

and the intersection point of the two circles.

ENTER. NO. ON MAIN BODY (MIN 2)
? ..(." .

If the sum of this dis tribu tion is not equal to the number of

pain ts reques ted above the fuselage, the following mesage is dis-

played and the distribution must be re-entered.

DISTR1BurlOH OF UPPER FUS'PT5 HAS INCORRECT SUM

Finally, the overall point distribution and the upper fuse-

lage point dis tribu tion are prin ted and the user is asked if it is

okay to con tinue.

TOTAL FU5 PIS:· 20 DISTRIBUTED
~~OUE WING (UPPER FUS) 8

"UPPER UING .<4
"LOWER VING -4
BElOU UING (LOUER FUS) <4

UPPER FUS PTS DISTRIBUTED
... ON COCKPIT
4 OH BODV

OKAY TO CONTINUE? (~/H)

? Y
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A "NO" answer req'uires that the number of points information be

re-entered. A "YES" response causes a screen erasure and contin-

ua tion. of processing.

At this poin t, the cross sections behind (and possibly ahead

of) the cockpi t are processed and a message is displayed to the

screen as each cross section is completed.

X STATION NO.
X STATION NO.
X STATION NO.
X STRTION NO.
X STATION NO.
X STATION NO.
X STATION NO.
X STATION NO.
X·STATION NO.
X STHTION NO.

. X STATION NO.
X STATION NO.
X STATION NO.
X STATION NO.
X STATION NO.

..

..
..

X STATION NO.
X STATION NO.
X STATION NO.
X STATIOH NO.
XSTATIOtt NO.

'X STATION NO.
)( STATION NO.

20 COMPLETE
19 COMPLETE
18 COMPLETE
17 COMPLETE
16 COMPLETE
21 COMPLETE
22 COMPLETE
23 COMPLETE
24 COMPLETE
2S COMPLETE
26 COMPLETE
27 COMPLETE
28 COMPLETE
29 ·COMPLETE
30 COMPLETE

"S COMPLETE
...6 COMPLETE
H COrtPLETE
"8 COI1PLETE
"9 COMPLETE

7 CO/,\PLETE
6 COMPLETE

After these cross sec tions have been processed, the screen is

erased and the upper surface profile of the cockpit area must be

defined before the cockpi t sta tions can be .processe9.

Now, a table of the cross sections 1:0 be processed wi th the

vertical lobe is printed. This is a list of the cross sections

be tween the beginning and ending s ta tions (since the beginning and

ending stations are processed as circular cross sections). The

user then selects one of the two options for defining ZMAX'
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. .
THE FOllOUIHO CR05S SECTIONS LIE BETWEEN THE rOC~PIT
DEGIKtiIHG AND END1NG 5TATIOtiS A@ REQUIRE THE UPPER
SURFHCE PROFILE CZMAX) TO BE INPUT

NO. ).; ~ECTION NO. x
1 8 SiLeo
2 9 62.Sg
3 10 75.0(\
-4 11 87.50
5 12 100.u0
6 13 . 112.S0
7 1-4 125.eo
8 15 IS0.eo

HOU DO YOU WANT TO DEFINE ZMAX?. 1 - TYPE IN 2 V~lUES

2 - USE CROSSHHIR CURSOR TO SELECT PO I tITS
? 1

By selecting option 1, the user must numerically input the

value of ZMAX for each cross section.

AFTER EACH PROMPT, ENTER ZMAX VALUE FOR
EACH COCKPIT STATION, BEGINNING WITH NO. 1

? 12.1329
? 17.636
? 23.399
? 27.60-1
? 30.3113
? 31.<498
? 30.875
? 28.69-4

As each value is en tered, the program checks tha t ZMAX is above

the wing upper surface at tha t cross sec tion. I f not, the

following message is displayed and the Zr-1AX value for tha t cross

section must be re-entered.

LMAX REOUESTED ( UIHG UPPER SURFACE
ZMAX· -15.eee UING· -1.1833

'RE-ENTER ZnAX FOR THIS CROSS SECTION
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A similar check is made to insure tha t ZMAX is above the center

of the fuselage (ZC) at that cross section and a similar message

•
is displayed if ZMAX is less than ZC. After all the ZMAX

values have been en tered, they are lis ted and the user is asked if

it is okay to con tinue. A "NO" response allows~ the user to select

the other op tion and/or re-en ter the cockpi t da ta. A "YES"

response causes the cockpi t s ta tions to be processed.

CURRENT UPPER SURFHCE VALUES
HO. ZMX

·1 12.0C)l
2 17.636
3 23.399
-4 27.6e~

5 30.310
6 31.-498
7 30.875
8 28.6~<4

OKAY TO COtiTIHUE? (Y/H)
? V

By selecting option 2, interactive graphics is used to input

the upper surface profile. First, a side view of the entire con-

figura tion (except the cockpi t area) is displayed on the upper

portion of the screen. A box is drawn around the cockpit area and

I or 2 sta tions on ei ther side of this area. This boxed-in area

is then enlarged and displayed on the lower portion of the

screen. Vertical dashed lines are drawn on the enlargement to

indica te the loca tion of the cross sections requiring a Zl\1AX

value. These cross sections are labeled by station number and the

x value at that s ta tion (refer to figure 7-a). Then, the cross-

hair cursor appears on the screen. Beginning wi th the leftmos t

cross section, the cursor is posi tioned to trace the upper surface
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of the cockpi t. When the cursor is in the proper posi tion for the

first cross section, the user types "x" and the point is read.

The value is checked for ZMAX' > wing surface and Zl\1AX > ZC as

in option 1, and if either condition is violated, a message is

displayed and the user must re-enter that point. If the point. is

okay, a plus is drawn at the point and the cursor re-appears,

ready to accept the next point (refer to figure 7-b). This

continues until the entire upper surface is defined. After the

last point is accepted, a dashed line is drawn connecting the

ZMAX values, as in figure 7-c. Then the terminal bell rings and

the user types a carriage re turn to can tinue program execu tion.

After the carriage return, the screen is erased and the ZtvlAX

values tha t were en tered are lis ted. If it is okay to can tinue,

the cockpit stations will be processed. If not, the user may

select the other option and re-enter the ZMAX values or the

ZMAX values may be re-en tered using this option again.

i<.~TA7l~ti NO. X ZMX

S·· sO.eo 12.C291
9 62.50 17.6361

10 7S.0e 23.3989
11 87.50 27.60-41
12 10C.e~ 3(L 0961
13 112. sa 31.~979

·14 125.00 3\L 87~9

15 lsa.~e 28.6944
~ ..
~AY;TO GONTIHUE? {Y.ltO

? v ..
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Again, a message is displ-ayed as the processing of each cross

section is complete.

X STATION NO.
X STATION NO.
X '5TATION NO.
X STATION NO.
l>: STATION NO'.
X STATION NO.
X STATION NO.
X STATION NO.
X STATION NO.
X STATION NO.
l-: STATION NO.
X STATION NO.
X STATION NO.
X STATION NO.
X STATION NO.

15 COrPLETE
1-4 COrPLETE
13 COMPUTE
12 CO"PLETE
11 ConPLETE
19 COI1PLETE·

9 COI'.PLETE
8 COMPLETE
7 COI1PLETE
6 COr1PLETE
S COMPLETE
.. COMPLETE
3 COl'1PLETE
2 COMPL[TE
1 COMPLETE

PROGRAM EXECUTION COMPLETE

After execution is complete, the output files produced by the

program exist as local files. Examples of the cross section pl,ots

produced on the plot vector file SAVPVF are shown in Figure 8.

Figures 8 (a) and (b) show cross sections in the cockpit area and

(c) and (d) show cross sections behind the cockpit.

illustrated in figure 9 and TAPE8 in figure 10 .
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APPENDIX B - SPECIAL ERROR CONDITIONS

Explained in this section are special error conditions that

will either stop program execution or require responses from the

user before execution can continue.

WHEN AREA BALANCING CRITERION CANNOT BE SATISFIED

This problem occurs when the fuselage area is decreasing and

there is not enough area left above or below the wing to sa tisfy

the required decrease. The program will issue warning messages

indica ting that balancing cannot be achieved, and will offer the

user options for con tinuing processing.

Shown below is a warning message that resul ts from a prel-

iminary check on the remaining upper and lower areas and the

required decrease in upper and lower area to achieve balancing.

*l*'CURRENT X 5THTION NO. • 41, X· "1S0.130

3 
~

"I 1"

BALANCING REQUIREMENT UNABLE TO BE SATISFIED
Nf..CESSARY CHANGE ABmlE • CHANGE BELOW· -4. 3eO
BEST'bAlANCE POSSIBLE 15 CHANGE HEOVE· -8.S59 CHANGE BELOW·

HOU.DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE?
-1 - ATTEMPT BEST POSSIBLE BALANCE
2 5ELECT NEW ~EY STATION AND/OR INITIAL BALANCE

CONDITION AND START OUER
STHRT OVER UITHOUT AREA BALANCING
STOP PROGRAr1

-.0-42

The cross section being processed is identified for all.mes-

sages. In this case, the total area should decrease by 8.6,

meaning tha t the upper and lower areas should each decrease by

4.3. However, the amount of area below the wing in the previous

cross section is 0.042 so the closest possible balance would

decrease the lower area by 0.042 and place the rest of the
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decrease above the wing. As a resul t of this preliminary check,

one of four options may be taken.

Under the first option, the program attempts to process the

cross section and, af ter doing so, prin ts a mes sage indica ting why

the ~lancing failed (during what part of processing) and

informa tion about the balance that was achieved.

There are four possible reasons why balancing failed, two

indica ting that·· the program has run out of area below the wing 

"BALANCING FAILED BECAUSE FUSELAGE SHIFTED TOO HIGH" and

"BALANCING FAILED BECAUSE tvlINHnJM LOWER AREA REACHED" and two

indica ting tha t the program has run ou t of area above the wing 

"BALANCING FAILED BECAUSE FUSELAGE SHIFTED TOO LOW" and

"BALANCING FAILED BECAUSE MINH1Ut-1 UPPER AREA REACHED". There are

two messages for each case because there are two areas in the

processing where failure may be detected. The messages about the

fuselage being shifted too high or low indica te that ZC was

shifted too far from the wing during processing to produce the

required total area. The messages about minimum upper or lower

area being reached indica te tha t af ter the maximum number of

iterations allowed to find ZC, an upper or lower bound for ZC was

found and the i tera tions have run up agains t one of these bounds.

All of these condi tions provide the user wi th the same informa tion

abou t the bes t balance tha t was achieved and the same options for

continuing processing, as shown in the following example.
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us tURREHT x STHTION fiO.· 041. X· "50. N

BALAtiCING FAILED BECAUSE rUSELA(;[' SHIFTED TOO HIGH

BEST BALANCE ACHIEVED IS .
CKAHGE ABOVE· -7.1~2 CHANGE BELOU· -.037 ACCURACV • .31
AR(A ABOVE· 1129.0704 HREA BELOU· .• (\06

1 - ACCEPT BALANCINC ACHIEVEO ~D COhTIHUt
Z - SELECT HEU ~EY STATION ArID/OR INITIAL BALANCE

COflOlTIOH AHD StART OVER
3 - STHRT OVER WITHOUT AREA BALANCING
<4 .- STOP PROGRM

.7 1

Again, the current cross section is iden tified. The compu ted

changes in upper and lower area are given along wi th the accuracy

(error tolerance cri terion) that was compu ted. Also, the actual

areas above and below are given. The firs t op tion allows the user

to accept these processing resul ts and move on to the next cross

section. The remaining options are the same as those for the pre-

liminary check and selecting one of them produces the same

resul ts.

Under the second option, the user selects a new key station

and/or initial balance condition and area balancing processing is

restarted. First, the current balancing conditions are displayed.

nv STATIO«. 30
PERCENT AREA A80VE • ~S. ee JElOU ..

Next, the number of the new key station must be entered (as in

this case, the key s ta tion may remain the same).

EHlER NO. Of HEU ((Y STATION
? 30

Next, the new dis tribu tion of area for the key sta tion mus t be

specified by entering the percentage of fuselage area desired

above the wing. A hint he; given indica ting whether the percentage

should be increased or decreased (based on the assumption that the
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key sta tion has not been changed). The user may choose to change

the key s ta tion and leave the reques ted dis tribu tion unchanged.

".
(TRY DECREASINC PERCENT AREA AIOV( FOR (EV STATION)

ENTER NEU PERCENT AREA ABOVE UINC (e.e(PERCEHT(lee •• )
? 90.

The new condi tions are displayed and the user responds "YES" if it

is okay to con tinue. A "NO" answer enables the user to reen ter

the balancing conditions.

BALANCING UITH (EV STATION NO. 30 X· 325 ••0
PERCENT ABOUE· ge.ee PERCENT BElOU· li.ee

OKAY TO CONTINUE? (V/N)
? Y

If option 3 is chosen, the program will reprocess the

configuration from the beginning as if area balancing had not been

selected. Therefore, the user mus t indica te how the fuselage

cross sections should be centered.

HOtJ DO YOU UAHT CROSS SECTIONS CENTERED?
1 -.TO FOLLOW UING CAMBER
2 - TO FOLLOU CAMBER OF FUSELAGE IN INPUT FILE

? '1
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Following a screen erasure, the cross sections are processed.

The last op tion s tops program execu tion in case the user does

not wish to continue processing. The following message is

displayed.

~ll!URRENT X STATION NO.· 15,

PROCRAM STOPPED BY USER REOUEST

X· 151;),00

WHEN R CANNOT BE COMPUTED FOR A GIVEN CROSS SECTION

The generation of both circular and double lobe shapes

involves computing the value of R - the radius of the circle (or

main body on the double lobe shape) tha t produces the shape wi th

the required area. In some cases, the correct value of R cannot

be found. This happens because upper and lower bounds on the val-

ue of Rare compu ted using geometric cri teria and the value of R

tha t produces the correct area does not lie wi thin these limi ts.

In fact, in some cases, the upper limit is compu ted to be less

than the lower limi t. Since this represents the case of a cross

section that is geometrically impossible to process the program is

stopped wi th the following message.

f,REA REOUIREr.c:xT CANNOT BE 5ATIS$lLD
LauER BOUHD ON R ). UPPER BOUHD ON R
CEHTER OF FUSELAGE PROBABLY TOO FAR FROM UIHG
OR BAD COCKPIT PARAnEITRS
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This problem has occurred on circular cross sections ahead of or

behind the wing where the fuselage was balanced to an extreme and

on do~ble lobe cross sections where the combina tion of' para'meters

controlling the shape produced an impossible situation.

If the limi ts for the value of R are normal (upper bound

greater than lower bound) the iteration scheme to compute R is

performed. I f I af ter the maximum number of i tera tions to find R,

the value that produces the desired area has not been found, it is

usually because the i tera tion has been bounded by the geometric

limi ts on R and the correct value of R lies ou tside of these

limits. When this occurs, the following message is displayed.

AREA REQUIREMENT NOT $HTISFIED UITHIN DESIRED ACCURACy
X STATION NO. 15 X· 15\3.0e
AREA DESIRED • 1839.600 AREA COMPUTED· 2332.059 ACCURACV • 26.77 PERCEHT
RADIUS, 21.2176~

'UPPER'BOUND DB RADIUS' 38.191b7
LOUER B01JIW ON RADIUS· 21.2176()
IS THIS ~REA ACCEPT~BLE? lV/H)

? N

This informs the user of the area produced by the bes t possible

value of R and the percent error between this area and the desired

area. I t also informs the user of which limi t res tricted the

proper value of R from being computed. If the accuracy is small

enough, the user may wish to accept this compu ta tion and move on

to the next cross section by responding' "YES" to "IS THIS AREA

ACCEPTABLE?". In this case I the digi tal description is genera ted

using these values. If the area produced is not acceptable and

the cross section is circular I nothing can be done to improve the

compu ta tion so a "NO" response causes program execu tion to stop

wi th the following message.

PROCRAn STOPPED BV USER REOUEST
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I f the area produced is not acceptable and the cross section

is a cockpits ta tion (double lobe), then it may be possible to

change some of the parame ters defining the shap'e to allow the

correct value of R to be found.

generates the following prompt.

In this case, a "NO" response

SHEeTAH OPTIOH
1 - CHAHC£ PARHMETERS OH THIS SECTION AHD TRY AG4IH
2 - RE-ENTER ENTIRE PROFILE (ZMAX) OF COCKPIT AND TRY AGAIN
3 - STOP PROGRA~

? 1

By selecting option l, the user may change ei ther the value

of ZMAX for this cross section or the value of the cons tant used

on this cross sect.ion (the original value of the constant will be

restored before processing the next cross se.ction). The new value

may be en tered by the user or the program can compu t.e the new

value.

If the user chooses to enter a new value for ZMAX' the

program provides the hint that decreasing ZMAX might produce

be t.ter resul ts.

UHICH PARAMETER TO CH~HGr?

1 - ZM>:
2 - CON5T~NT CONTROLLIHG POSITION OF CENTER OF COCKPIT ClRCLE

? 1
DO YOU URNT TO IHPUT CHANGE OR USE PROGRA~ DEFAULTS?

1 - INPUT CHHl'iG[
2· - USE PROCRAM DEFAULT

? 1
. CURRENT ZMAX· S0. -195

ENTER NEU ZrlAX
(TRY DECREASING ZMAX)

? ~S •.
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Using this lower value of ZMAX' the program reprocesses the

cross section but the resul ts still are not good enough and the

following message is displayed.

HREA REQUIREMENT NOT SATISFIED WITHIN DESIRED ACCURACV
X STATION NO. J5 X· 150.00
AREA ~[SIRED • 1839.600 AREA COMPUTED • 1893.51~ ACCURACY· 2.93 PERCENT
RADIUS ~ 19.6~002

UPPER"t0UND~ON RADIUS· 32.696~4
LOWER BOUND Oli RADIUS· 19.613\3(\2
IS THIS ARE~ ACCEPTABLE? (Y/N)

? y .

Since the accuracy is wi thin 3 percent, the user chooses to accept

these compu ta tions so tha t process ing can move to the nex t cross

section and the completion message is displayed for this cross

section.

" X STATION NO. "15 COMPLETE

The next illustration is an example of the user choosing to

use the program defaul t for changing ZMAX. The defaul t option

increases or decreases (according to which limi t res tricted R)

ZMAX by ten percent of the value of R.
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"4,4.05129
27.53071

(V/N)

The change produced by the program is not enough so the processing

fails again.

AREA R(OUIRE~ENT HOT SATISFIED UITHIN DESIRED ACCURACY
X STATIOH HO. 13 X· 112.50
AREA DESIRED • 193~.5eO AREA COMPUTED' 3231.895 ACCURACV • 67.e7 PERCENt

-RADIUS'- 26.00122
UPPfR BOUHD ON RADIUS· ~~.e5129

LOWER BOUHD ON RADIUS· 26.ee122
ISTHJS AREA ACCEPTABLE? (V/to

?,H'

At this pain t, the user decides to en ter a new value for the

cons tan t so the program gives the hin t tha t increasing the

constant may produce better results.

SELECT--AH-OPTIO~
'l _~_CHAHGE PARAMETERS ON THIS SECTION AND TRY AGAIH
. 2~,RE-(NT~R.[NTIRE PROFILE (ZMAX) OF COCKPIT AND TRY AGAIN

.3':-: STOP _PROCRA/'1
? 1 "

WHICH PARAMETER-TO CHANGE?
1'- Zf'lAX: _

: 2 '- CONSTANT CONTROLLING POSITION OF CENTER OF COCKPIT CIRCLE-
? 2 . - .

DO YOU UANT TO INPUT CHANGE OR USE PROGRAM DEFAULTS?
-. L ~ : I t~PUT CHANGE

2 ~ ~SEPROGRAN DEFAULT
? 1

CURREHT CONSTANT· .80
ENTER-HEU CONSTANT
(TRY IHCREASJUG CONSTANT)

.? .95 -
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The increased value of 0.95 still is not good enough and the

processing fails for the third time.

ARfA REaUI REMEIiTIiOT SATI SF lED UITHIN DESI RED ACCURACV
X STATION NO. 13 X· 112.50
AREA DESIRED • 193~.5ee AREA COMPUTED • 2gS~.ees ACCURACV • 52.70 PERCEHT
RADIUS· 2~.0e113
UPPER BOUHD ON RADIUS· ~~.OS129
LOUER BOUHD ON RADIUS· 2~.ee113
IS THIS AREA ACCEPTRBLE? (Y/H)

-1.tt .

The user now chooses to use the program default for changing

the constant. The default option increases or decreases

(according to which limit restricted R) the constant. by 0.1.

SELECT AN OPTION
1'- CHANGE PARHMETERS ON THIS SECTION AND TRY AGAIN

.2 • RE-ENTER ENTIRE PROFILE (ZMAXl OF COCKPIT AND TRY AGAIN
3 ~ STOP PROGRAM

? 1
UHICH PARAMETER TO CHANGE?
. 1 ',- ZMHX
,,2 - CONSTANT CONTROLLING POSITION 0F CENTER OF COCKPIT CIRCLE

12
DO YO~ UHNT TO INPUT CHANGE OR USE PROGRAM DEFAULTS?

1 - INPUT CHANGE
." 2 - USE PROGRHM DEFAULT

? 2· .
CURREHT CONSTANT· .95
HEU CONSTANT· 1.05

If the value of the constant is too close to the limits of 0.1 and

1 .4 to be changed by o. I, one of the following mes sages is

displayed and the option to select which paramet.er to change is

repea ted.
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42.S-47~5

22.83(33-4
(YIN)

~[NTER CANNOT BE P03ITIONED HIGHER
TRY (HANGING ~MHX

or

CENTER CAN/i0T hE POSITIOHED LOuER
TRY CHANGING 2M~X

Returning to the example, the new constant of 1.05 still is not

sa tisfactory and the processing fails for the fourth time.

AREA-REOUIREMENT NOT SATISFIED UITHIN DESIRED ACCURACY
X STATION NO. 13 X· 112.50
AREA DESIRED • 193~.50e AREA COMPUTED • 279~.~39 ACCURACV • ~~.~3 PERCENT
RADIUS· 22.8303~
UPPER BOUND ON RADIUS •
LOUER ~OUND ON RADIUS •
IS THIS AREA ACCEPTHBLE?

? N

At this point, the user decides that the area is still not

acceptable and selects to change the entire upper surface profile

of the cockpit area.

SELECT AH OPTION
- CHANGE PARAMETERS ON THIS SECTION AND TRY AGAIN

RE-ENTER ENTIRE PROFILE CZMAX) Of COCKPIT AND TRV AGAIN
STOP PROGRAI'\

The new profile data will be entered in the same manner it was

en tered the firs t time. If the user chooses to type in the ZMAX

values, the current values will be listed first. If the option to

use the crosshair cursor is selected, the current profile will be

drawn on the blowup wi th a dashed line before the cursor appears

to accept the new inpu t.
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If the user does not wish to attempt to change the parameters

to solve the problem, op tion 3 may be se lec ted to s top program

execu tion. The following message is displayed.

PRoCR~ STOPPED BY USER REOUEST

I
OTHER ERRORS THAT STOP PROGRAM EXECUTION

The following errors occur during the processing of the cross

sections and cause program execu tion to s top. Along wi th the

error message, information identifying the cross section currently

being processed is given

*** CURRENT X STATION NO. =

ERROR

NO WING DEFINITION IN INPUT FILE

YJCT NOT A VALUE IN YWING ARRAY

EXTENSION OF WING TO CENTER HAS
AREA > AREA DESIRED FOR FUS

43

X ==

EXPLANATION

Self-explanatory (Jl=O
in wave-drag file)

YJCT selected is not
located at a semi-span
s ta tion defined in the
wing definition

the extended wing defini
tion used up all of the
fuselage area from the
area distribution.



WING ENTIRELY LOCATED ON UPPER LOBE

44

a cockpit station is
being generated and R has
been found. When prepar
ing to genera te the digi
tal description, it is
discovered that both
wing surfaces intersect
the shape on the upper
lobe and this is not
allowed. To remedy this,
try changing the
balancing requested
before the cockpi t is
processed or try changing
the cockpit parameters.
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~ - TOTAL FUSEL~CE AREA

- POINTS DESCRIBING FUSELAGE
AND \JINC STUB

- -~------Y

USER DEFINED
~INC-800Y JUNCTION

YJCT

Figure 1. - Circular cross section without area balancing.



Zc

- SOLUTION

SELECT RAND Zc SO THAT

1. AU + AL - AT 0r'

2. dAu dA L
dx = dx

Figure 2. - Circular cross section with area balancing.



Z2

I

Zc -

ZMAX(X)

USER INPUT
• BEG INN IN G AN D EN DIN G

COCKPIT STATIONS

• UPPER SURFACE PROFILE
ZMAX(x)

• Z2=Zc+ R X CONST . (equation I)

Figure 3. ~ Noncircular shape option.



x snHlON NO.7. X = 30·0

(a) Cross section located at f~selage station 7.

Figure 4. - Typical cross section plots found on SAVPVF (Example 1).
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X S1All ON »J. 26 • X = 135.0

(b) Cross section located at fuselage station 28.

Figure 4. - Continued.
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X STATJONNO. Ll3 , X = 210.0

(c) Cross section located at fuselage station 43.

Figure 4. - Concluded.
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Figure 5 . TAPE10 produced by running Example 1.
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Figure 6. - TAPES produced by running Example 1.
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· X STATlON NO: a , x = 50·0

(a) Cross section located at fuselage station 8.

Figure 8. - Typical cross-section plots found on SAVPVF (Example 2).
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x SHHJON~· 12 ,. X::; 100.0

(b) Cross section located at fuselage station 12.

Figure 8. - Continued.
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X STATlOH HQ. 16·. x: 160.0

(c) Cross se~tion located at fuselage station 16.

Figure B. - Continued.
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XSTATlON ~~. 00 • X = 325.0

(d) Cross section located at fuse!age station 30.

Figure B. - Concluded.
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Figure 10. - TAPES produced by running Example 2 .
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